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Introduction

This report contains part of the results of an airborne 

electromagnetic input survey flown by Questor Surveys Limited 

in the Porcupine Area, about six miles northeast of Timmins, 

for Comstate Resources. The location of the survey area is 

shown in Figure 1. The survey was flown on May 15. l?. 18 and 

19, 1981, and covered most of Murphy Township and parts of 

Wark, Tisdale and Hoyle Townships. A total of 916 line 

kilometers was flown for the survey, utilizing a Britten 

Norman Tri slander (C-GNKW) aircraft equipped with the 

Mark VI INPUT system.

The purpose of the survey was twofold; firstly, to 

outline any discrete conductors representative of possible 

massive sulphide mineralization, and secondly, to aid in 

deciphering the structure and stratigraphy of the area, at the 

same time providing a high quality data base for further explora 

tion in the area.

The field survey personnel were as follows:

Crew Manager D. Martyn

Pilot C. Flammand

Navigator B. Jurgens

Operator B. Hutchinson 

Engineer W. Arbour

A geophysical report on the airborne survey was submitted
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to Comstate Resources by Questor Surveys Limited. The report 

was authored by D. Martyn, geophysicist with Questor Surveys. 

The author of this report, D.R. Pyke, has extracted all 

relevant information from the report of D. Martyn, relating 

to the airborne input portion of the survey.

This report covers 10^ claims in Wark and Murphy Townships, 

currently held by D.R. Pyke. See Figure 2 for location of 

claims.

Map Compilation.

The survey area comprised two photo base master mosaics, 

prepared at Questor Surveys Limited from uncontrolled mosaics 

constructed from 1979, l ' 16,353 N.A.P.L. photographs, and 

then reproduced onto stable transparent film to the 

appropriate scale.

The input results are plotted on master mosaic trans 

parencies showing flight lines, on which the anomalies are 

shown, labelled with the number of channels on which it was 

recorded and the computer value of its apparent conductivity- 

thickness product in Siemens. The position of any correlating 

magnetic features are also added.

The input data are separately combined with the 

corresponding photo base masters to yield the final 

interpretational maps provided.

During the course of input data evaluation, the anomaly 

axes are delineated on the input maps to show the possible 

extent of individual conductive zones. Also, selected 

prospects are outlined and numbered on the final input maps 

to facilitate reference.
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Flight path recovery is accomplished by the comparison 
of the 35 mm continuous strip film (produced during flight) 
with the photo base mosaic. This film is graduated into 
fiducials which are utilized in annotating points of similar 
topographic features on the photo mosaics. These points 
are accurately plotted i^eing at least one point per major 
fiducial. Major fiducials are approximately 1600 meters 
apart.

Survey Procedure

During the survey, the aircraft maintained a terrain 
clearance as close to 122 meters as possible, with the 
E. M. bird at approximately 48 meters above the ground. 
A normal S-pattern flight path using approximately 
half-kilometer turns was used.

The flight oaths were flown in alternate directions 
in order to facilitate the interpretation of dipping 
conductors. A line spacing of 200 meters was used.

The appropriate details of each flight were logged on 
the flight operators log sheets by the equipment operator. 
One can refer to these logs in order to relate the film to 
the geophysical records and the interpretational maps.

Data Presentation

The symbols used to designate the anomalies are shown in 
the legend on each map sheet, and the anomalies on each line 
are lettered in alphabetical order in the direction of flight. 
Their locations are plotted with reference to the fiducial
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numbers on the analog record.

A sample record is included to indicate the method 

used for correcting the position of the E. M. Bird and to

identify the parameters that are recorded.
F ;
is- - ' '

General Interpretation

The INPUT system will respond to conductive overburden 

and near-surface horizontal conducting layers in a'ddition 

to bedrock conductors. Differentiation is based on the rate 

of transient decay, magnetic correlation and the anomaly 

shape together with the conductor pattern and topography.

Power lines sometimes produce spurious anomalies but
f

these can be identified by reference to the monitor channel.

Railroad and pipeline responses are recognized by 

studying the film strips.

Graphite or carbonaceous material exhibits a wide range 

of conductivity. When long conductors without magnetic 

correlation are located on or parallel to known faults or 

photographic linears, graphite is most likely the cause.

Contact zones can often be predicted when anomaly 

trends coincide with the lines of maximum gradient along a 

flanking magnetic anomaly. It is unfortunate that 

graphite can also occur as relatively short conductors and 

produce attractive looking anomalies. With no other 

information than the airborne results, these must be 

examined on the ground.

Serpentinized peridotites often produce anomalies with 

a character that is fairly easy to recognize. The 

conductivity which is probably caused in part by magnetite,
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is fairly low so that the anomalies often have fairly 
large response on channel #lj they decay rapidly, and they 
have strong magnetic correlation. INPUT E.M. anomalies 
over massive magnetites show a relationship to the total 
Fe content. Below 25 - 30#, very little or no response 
at all is obtained, but as the percentage increases the 
anomalies become quite strong with a characteristic rate 
of decay which is usually greater than that produced by 
massive sulphides.

Commercial sulphide ore bodies are rare, and those 
that respond to airborne survey methods usually have 
medium to high conductivity. Limited lateral dimensions 
are to be expected and many have magnetic correlation 
caused by magnetite or pyrrhotite. Provided that the 
ore bodies do not occur within formational conductive 
zones as mentioned above, the anomalies caused by them 
will usually be recognized on an E. M. map as priority 
targets.

Equipment

The aircraft is equipped with a Mark VI INPUT (R) 
airborne E. M. system and Sonotek P.M.H. 5010 Proton 
Magnetometer. Radar altimeters are used for vertical control. 
The outputs of these instruments together with fiducial 
timing marks are recorded by means of galvanometer type 
recorders using light sensitive paper. Thirty-five 
millimeter continuous strip cameras are used to record the 
actual flight path.
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Barringer/Questor MARK VI INPUT (R) SYSTEM

The Induced Pulse Transient (INPUT) system is 

particularly well suited to the problems of overburden 

penetration. Currents are induced into the ground by 

means of a pulsed primary electromagnetic field which 

is generated in a transmitting loop around the aircraft, 

By using half sine wave current pulses and a loop of 

large turns-area, the high output power needed for deep 

penetration is achieved.

The induced current in a conductor produces a secondary 

electromagnetic field which is detected and measured 

after the termination of each primary pulse. Detection 

is accomplished by means of a receiving coil towed behind 

the aircraft on four hundred feet of cable, and the received 

signal is processed and recorded by equipment in the 

aircraft. Since the measurements are in the time domain 

rather than the frequency domain common to continuous wave 

systems, interference effects of the primary transmitted 

field are eliminated. The secondary field is in the form of 

a decaying voltage transient originating in time at the 

termination of the transmitted pulse. The amplitude of 

the transient is, of course, proportional to the amount of 

current induced into the conductor and, in turn, this current 

is proportional to the dimensions, the conductivity and the 

depth beneath the aircraft.

The rate of decay of the transient is inversely 

proportional to conductivity. By sampling the decay curve
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at six different time intervals, and recording the amplitude 

of each sample, an estimate of the relative conductivity 

can be obtained. By this means, it is possible to 

discriminate between the effects due to conductive near- 

surface materials such as swamps and lake-bottom silts, and 

those due to genuine bedrock sources. The transients due to 

strong conductors such as sulphides exhibit long decay curves 

and are therefore commonly recorded on all six channels. 

Sheet-like surface materials, on the other hand, have short 

decay curves and will normally only show a response in the 

first two or three channels.

The samples, or gates, are positioned at 310, 490, ?60, 

1120, 15?0 and 2110 micro-seconds after the cessation of the 

pulse. The widths of tfce gates are 180, 180, 360,360, 5^0 

and 5^0 micro-seconds respectively.

For homogeneous conditions, the transient decay will be 

exponential and -the time constant of decay is equal to the 

time difference at two successive sampling points 

divided by the log ratio of the amplitudes at these points.

General Geology

Mapping by Berry (1939) in.Murphy Township and 

subsequent revision by Ferguson (1964) indicator thai i-. 

volcanic-sedimentary contact traverses the northeast part 

of Murphy Township. The sediments apparently underlie the . 

volcanics and lie within the central part of an anticlinal 

structure. However, the geology of the area remains poorly 

understood because of .the limited exposure and lack of
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published geological data, other than of a reconnaissance 

nature.

At least four major rock types have been reported from 
minor diamond drilling (O.G.S. Assessment Files and Hunt 
et al, 1980) in the area; these include serpentinite, basalt, 
dacite-rhyolite and sediments. Although some of the major 
conductors have been shown to be caused by graphite, others 
remain inadequately or poorly explained.

Results and Interpretations

The main objective is to identify and delineate bedrock 
type conductors and to select those most likely to be 

indicative of massive sulphide mineralization. .

The survey is divided into two separate survey blocks 
of different flight line directions. One block was flown 
in a northwest direction (Ma? 1-1), the other in a north 
east direction (Map 1-3). The input results of the latter 
map (1-3) confirm and support those obtained on Ma? 1-1, 
The area around and east of Bigwater Lake was flown in two 
directions, because of the suspected folding in the area.

A number of isolated conductive bodies with direct 
magnetic correlation occur throughout the general area 
directly east and northeast of Bigwater Lake. All appear 
to be of genuine bedrock origin and are outlined as zones 
2 to 8 on the accompanying map (Map 1-1).

All these zones are made u? of several responses' which 
form a single isolated conductor of limited strike length. 
These conductors are favourably located in respect to an 

associated magnetic high, however previous drilling in the



area indicates that the magnetic responses are largely the 
result of serpentinites.

Assessment file data indicates that all the main anomalies 
on ground currently held by D.R. Pyke (zones 2 , J, 6, 8 ) 
have previously been drilled, and the conductor attributed
to graphite.

f

Conclusions

Although all the major input anomalies have previously 
been diamond drilled and the conductors attributed to graphite, 
little is known of the structure or stratigraphy of the 
area. Detailed mapping of the outcrop areas,.ground geophysics 
in the vicinity of known anomalies, and follow-up diamond 
drilling is warranted to establish a more comprehensive 
stratigraphic and structural picture, especially when one 
considers that the area is situated between, and a short 
distance (6 miles) from the Timmins gold camp and the 
Kidd Creek massive sulphide deposit.
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CLAIMS TO WHICH AIRBORNE

CERTIFICATE TO BE APPLIED

P 642907 * ^'
642908 A
642909- J*
642910 -ST
642911
642912 1
642913' ^
64291^ ^
649621' l/
649622' Q.
649623 f

\ P 649624*
P 64962^,

649751'-

649752',
649753 '
649755'

y 650586*
650587'
650588'
650589^
651196^,

p 651197^ 
651198^ 
682705 f 
682706* 
682707'0^* 
682708' 
682709*- 
682710, 
682711'

i

64975V

:



Certificate

I, D.R. Pyke, submit this document to certify that 
the following statements are, to the best of my .knowledge, 
true and correct.

1. That I have extracted all relevant information,
regarding the airborne electromagnetics, from a report 
authored by D. Martyn (geophysicist, Questor .Surveys 
Ltd.), for an airborne survey conducted by Questor Surveys
Ltd., for Comstate Resources in the north Timmins area*

; (Wark, Murphy, Tisdale and Hoyle Townships). The survey 
was flown May 15, l?, 18 and 19, 1981.

2. That I am the author of the corresponding assortment 
report entitled "Airborne Electromagnetic Survey, 
Murphy-Wark Township Area, Porcupine Mining Division".

3. That I have received the following university degreesi

B.A. University of Saskatchewan 1959
M.A. University of Saskatchewan 1961
Ph.D. McGill University, Quebec 196?

k. That I have been working ac a geologist in the general 
Timmins area for 15 years and l am familiar with the 
geology of the area under consideration.

Respectfully,

D.R. Pyke



Ministry of

ees
Ontario

Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures) 42A11NE0555 2 .5292 WARK 900

The Mining Mbi .^'"•*.***. - uo not use shaded areas below.
Type of Survey(s)

.____ -
Claim Holder(s)

Township or Area

Survey Company Survey Daw ( llnecuttlng to office)
. ,

Day l Mo. | Yr. | Day |,Mo. j Yr.
Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technlcal report)

7

Total Mllw of l ine Cut

Special Provisions Credits Requested

0*-

Instructions

For first survey:

Em*r 10 days. (This 
includes Him cutilny)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Dayi per 
Claim

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

Man Days
Instru

Co
ant

ctions

mplete reverse side 
TSfrr'MTsrrsTwre ———KEfioRc
y 

NOV 4 19

Receipf No.— . . '

Geophysical 

- (Electromaanetic

EUg-

ti ' ""'j 

- Othi

'GM)16grc;

etometer 

)matrlc

Geochemical

Days per 
Claim

Airborne Credits

Not*: Special provisions
— - cftttiiiii do fioi opply 

to Airborne Surveys.
Electromagnetic

Magnetometer

Radiometric

Expenditures (excludes powor TTT

Da y i per 
Claim

4o

!

l'

Typa of Work Perrurmcid

Performed on Cli.ini(s;) WU™ **

i "* —

*m —i . i
MINING LANDS SECUtfrt

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits ; ' 

Total Expenditures

S -i- 15

iTotal 
Days Credits

s

Instructions 
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim (elected 
in columns at right. ..

Mining Claim
Prefix Number

523 34)
523342
5-23343

523^45
523 ̂ 4G

523,943

68S733

505

585803
685804
58S80S
585 Bo6

58580ft
585803
5ff58iQ

Expend. 
Da y t Cr,

Ao

40

Ao
40

4p '

40
4o
j&U
A.Q.
40
4-0

40
40
Aa
40

40

Mining Claim
Prefix Number

Expend, 
Days Cr.

5858\2.
68^8)3
585814- 
585B15

586; 35

686^37
^5 66

586^/0
2. M

586.2.12,. 
686^.12.

Sfl6J2jS.

5343V? 
534316

J&O. 
^CL

.a-a.

AP-

.4.0-

4o
Total number of mining 
clnlmi covered by this 
report of work,

Report Completed _________
iDiitii of Report j Rucorirtd Hfftrler afA^a*' 9 '')| ,|riD.-y-^-7/^;3 . 7/7 ^-rA^T^. ' l m *f
I'nriiii'tL^ti ~ ' J __________——/.LJZ vf \A/^.^), ^T7*v/ Y/i*

i
Work "

l hereby cert.ly-- -pave a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
of witnessed sapdo ' f,ij and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.
——i—T*T"—1~~.—— l—r:————————————-———————————,___________________________________.Ndnia /mf' n'~,j,dl Acldrui'of Person Certifying

^ (81/2)

Oats Certified Certlfled^by (SJjfiatyre



D. R. Pyke and Associates Inc.
157 Burbank Drive 

Willowdale, Ontario 
M2K1N9 ; 

Telephone (416) 221-6210

f* 5- 35 43 S

6O 
6 J

-.97305

337
6/7 *et 
6/7 502.

6H 
6/7

0
b

4o

4o

40

40 
4O
40 
40 
40 
40 
4-0 

40
4o 
4o
40 
4-0

/-c r~ y K. D.t.O.rtK.ed
z, ts*t*s. v/V-X

1362 (01/2)
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Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
60 Wilson Avenue
Timmins, Ontario
P4N 2S7

Dear Sir: 

RE: Airborne (Electromagnetic) Survey on Mining 
Claims P 529939 et al In the Townships of 
Mark and Murphy

Enclosed 1s an Airborne Certificate Issued under Section 78 
of the Mining Act R.S.O. 1980.

Please Indicate on your records that the time for performing 
the first and all subsequent periods of work for the claims 
listed shall fall due one year later than the times prescribed 
1n subsection 1 of Section 76.

Yours very truly,

E.F. Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6450
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3
Phone: 416/965-1380

A. Barr:se 

Ends:

cc: Mr. D.R. Pyke 
31 Delair Crescent 
ThornhHl, Ontario 
L3T 2M3

cc: Questor Surveys Limited 
MUslssauga, Ontario

cc: Resident Geologist 
Timmins, Ontario



Airborne
ouees Geophysical 

Certificate
The Mining Act

This is to certify that D.R. Pyke ..has met the requirements of Section 87 of The Mining A|

with respect to t he following mining claims i n the Township (WOWXa) of _

Mining Claims (Please list)

P 642907 to 14 incl. 
649621 to 25 incl. 
649751 to 53 incl. 
649755
650586 to 89 incl. 
651196 to 98 incl. 
682705 to 12 incl. 
663440 
649754

1332 ( 12/80)

Date Director



Ministryof Geotechnical
Sees Report

Ontario Approval

Mining Lands Comments

y -7

RUSH/I
/n^^T R&

To: Geophysics

Comments

l/ytApproved | | Wish to see again with corrections

To: Geology - Expenditures

Comments

fi Approved | j Wish to see again with corrections
Signature

To: Geochemistry

Comments

D Approved | ) Wish to see again with corrections
Date Signature

l [TO: Mining Lands Section, Room 6462, Whitney Block. {Tel: 5-1380)

1593 ( 81/10)
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Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
60 Wilson Avenue
Timmins, Ontario
PAN 2S7

Dear Sir:

We have received reports and maps for an Airborne 
(Electromagnetic) Survey submitted on Mining Claims 
P 529939 et al In the Townships of Wark and Murphy.

This material will be examined and assessed and a
statement of assessment work credits will be Issued.

Yours very truly,

E.F. Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6450
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3
Phone: 416/965-1380

OW:sc

cc: D.R. Pyke
W Illowdale, Ontario



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources
GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 

TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

' TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORTFACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s) 
Township or Area 
Claim Holders

^y-

Survey Company. 
Author of '. ^ A*

Address of Author.
Covering Dates of Survey /WflC

Total Miles of Line Cut -———^
(bnecuttlnf to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic,
—Magnetometer--.
—Radiometric——
—Other——————

DAYS
^

Grochrmic^l,

Magnetometer.
E

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

V

. Electromagnetic
(enter dayi per daim)

SIGNATURE:.

Radiometric

iithor of Report or

Res. Geol.. . Qualifications ^ ' ^ o ^ \
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

342.

K 
J

l

t *i .A fi.

TOTAL CLAIMS. T
iit/THil



D.R. Pyke and Associates Inc.
157 Burbank Drive 

Willowdale, Ontario
M2K 1N9 

Telephone (416) 221-6210

5 6) 6 /aa 
S ^ 6; 33

^662/0

S 66^ 35
537336



SELF POTENTIAL 
Instrument.———— 
Survey Method ——

Range.

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC 
Instrument———
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels). 
rleight of instrument—— 
Size of detector———— 
Overburden _____,—

.Background Count.

(type, depth - include outcrop map)

)THERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 
."ype of survey————————————————————— 
nstrumcnt - —————————————————————
\ccuracy—————— 
arameters measured.

additional information (for understanding resultt-

IRBORN^ SURVEYS 
ype of survey(s) 
istrument(s)

ccuracy.

ircraft
;nsor altitude
avigation and flight path

ircraft altituHg
iles flown over total area

(specify for each type of survey)
- g y i

(specify for each type of survey) 
J 75 Ji (T,- Sl



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. Type of Survey

2. Township or Area

3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey ../--

k. Number of Miles of Line Cut

*5. Number of Stations Established .

*6. Make and type of Instrument Used

*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity .

*8. Frequency Used and Power Output

Flown

9, Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) 

Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days _____...........

Calculation

x 7 - + - 4-
Technical Line-cutting Number 

of claims
Assessment credits 

per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limitsof the above listed claims f~1 Check
If otherwise, please explain ...................................................,....

Dated: ., Signed: ..

Note: (A) * Complete only if applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.
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Prosser Twp.

12

Murphy Twp
42A11NEC555 2.5292 WARK 200

Q.
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THE TOWNSHIP 
OF

WARK
DISTRICT OF 
COCHRANE

PORCUPINE 
MINING DIVISION

SCALE'1-INCH* 40 CHAINS

LEGEND
PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES •K

NOTES
400 Surface rights reservation around all lakes 
rivers.

Ont Northland Rwy. spur line R/W for S.R.O. 
see file 177607.

This township lies w ithin the Municipality 
Of CITY of TIMMINS.

DATE OF ISSUE 

JAN 2 O J983

Ministry of Naturalism
TORONTO "

Of )

PLAN NO.-Mr 317
ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH
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